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Abstract
Infrasound covers frequencies of around 10−3 Hz to approximately 20 Hz and can propagate in atmospheric
waveguides over long distances as a result of low absorption, depending on the state of the atmosphere. There-
fore, infrasound is utilized to detect atmospheric explosions. Following the opening of the Comprehensive
Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty for signature in 1996, the International Monitoring System (IMS) was designed to
detect explosions with a minimum yield of one kiloton of TNT equivalent worldwide. Currently 51 out of 60
IMS infrasound stations are recording pressure fluctuations of the order of 10−3 Pa to 10 Pa. In this study, this
unique network is used to characterize infrasound signals of so-called Mountain-Associated Waves (MAWs)
on a global scale. MAW frequencies range from 0.01 Hz to 0.1 Hz. Previous observations were constrained
to regional networks in America and date back to the 1960s and 1970s. Since then, studies on MAWs have
been rare, and the exact source generation mechanism has been poorly investigated. Here, up to 16 years of
IMS infrasound data enable the determination of global and seasonal MAW source regions. A cross-bearing
method is applied which combines the dominant back-azimuth directions of different stations. For better un-
derstanding the MAW generation conditions, the MAW occurrence is compared to tropospheric winds at the
determined hotspots. Furthermore, ray-tracing simulations reflect middle atmosphere dynamics for describing
monthly propagation characteristics. Both the geographic source regions and the meteorological conditions
agree with those of orographic gravity waves (OGWs). A comparison with GW hotspots, derived from satel-
lite data, suggests that MAW source regions match those of OGWs. Discrepancies in the respective source
regions result from a stratospheric wind minimum that prevents an upward propagation of OGWs at some
hotspots of MAWs. The process of breaking GWs is discussed in terms of the MAW generation.
Keywords: Mountain-Associated Waves, infrasound, orographic waves, gravity waves, atmospheric dynam-
ics, International Monitoring System
1 Introduction1
Acoustic waves, including human-audible sound and in-2
frasound, propagate as longitudinal waves through the3
atmosphere. As opposed to audible sound, infrasound4
can propagate over thousands of kilometers with low5
attenuation (Sutherland and Bass, 2004; Evers and6
Haak, 2010). Consequently, the infrasound technology7
had already been used to detect nuclear explosions in8
the atmosphere before the United Nations opened the9
Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) for10
signature in 1996 (Christie and Campus, 2010). The11
CTBT prohibits any nuclear testing activities, i.e., un-12
derground, underwater and in the atmosphere (CTBT13
Organization, 2019). The International Monitoring14
System (IMS) was established to monitor compliance15
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with the CTBT. Seismology, hydro-acoustics, and in- 16
frasound are the respective IMS waveform technologies 17
used to detect and locate even small explosions with a 18
minimum TNT-equivalent of 1 kt. Complementary ra- 19
dionuclide stations enable the characterization of explo- 20
sions in terms of a chemical or nuclear nature, the latter 21
of which is a treaty violation. 22
Acoustic waves travel through the atmosphere at the 23






T (in m s− 1), (1.1)
with T denoting the absolute temperature (in K), κ is 26
the adiabatic exponent that is well approximated by 1.4, 27
and Rs is the specific gas constant (Rs = 287 J kg−1 K−1). 28
Winds play another critical role in infrasound propaga- 29
tion. Their effect is best explained using the effective 30
sound speed (e.g., Evers, 2008; Wilson, 2003): 31
veff = cT + w‖ (1.2)
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where w‖ is the wind speed parallel to the propagation32
direction of the signal. This implies that tailwinds in-33
crease the effective sound speed, and headwinds reduce34
it.35
In the atmosphere, acoustic waveguides can evolve36
due to vertical layers of sharp gradients of the effec-37
tive sound speed. An essential layer in this context is the38
stratopause region at around 50 km (Drob et al., 2003),39
where the local temperature maximum and the strato-40
spheric jets can cause strong gradients such that upward-41
propagating infrasound is refracted downward, accord-42
ing to Snell’s Law. As a result of multiple reflection43
and refraction at the Earth’s surface and the stratopause,44
respectively, and low absorption rates within these alti-45
tudes, an infrasound signal can be detected at distances46
of hundreds to thousands of kilometers from its source.47
Another potential waveguide, evolving between the sur-48
face and the lower thermosphere (approx. 90–120 km),49
typically limits the detectability of a signal to the first50
hundreds of kilometers due to high absorption rates in51
the thermosphere (Drob et al., 2003). At very low fre-52
quencies, however, the frequency-dependent absorption53
is relatively weak (Sutherland and Bass, 2004). For54
this reason, the atmosphere has been considered to be a55
low-pass filter (De Groot-Hedlin et al., 2010).56
In addition to anthropogenic sources, several infra-57
sound signals of natural origin can be detected in the58
waveform data, such as volcanoes (e.g., Assink et al.,59
2014; Matoza and Fee, 2018) or fireballs (e.g., Le Pi-60
chon et al., 2013; Pilger et al., 2015). For automatic61
detection of coherent energy passing an infrasound ar-62
ray, the Progressive Multi-Channel Correlation (PMCC)63
algorithm was established (Cansi, 1995). In the CTBT64
context, the PMCC method commonly covers the fre-65
quency range between 0.01 to 4 Hz. This study focuses66
on detections of Mountain-Associated Waves (MAWs),67
which correspond to lower frequencies of between 0.0168
to 0.1 Hz.69
First reports on MAWs date back to the 1960s when70
Cook (1969) observed these waves in North Amer-71
ica. According to Campbell and Young (1963), au-72
roral activity was known to produce sound in this fre-73
quency range (see also Wilson et al., 2010), but Cook74
(1969) found, as a result of triangulation, that his ob-75
servations traced back to mountainous regions (Lar-76
son et al., 1971). Therefore, these acoustic waves have77
been referred to as mountain-associated sound (Chi-78
monas, 1977) or, more commonly, as MAWs (Larson79
et al., 1971; Rockway et al., 1974; Thomas et al., 1974;80
Greene and Howard, 1975; Bedard, 1978).81
Larson et al. (1971) used data of three sites in the82
USA – in Alaska, Colorado, and Idaho – and measured83
amplitudes of 0.05 Pa to 0.7 Pa. They considered local84
noise to be the reason for the daily variation that they85
found in the number of detections. Moreover, they pro-86
posed a correlation between the seasonal variation in87
MAW occurrence and cross-mountain wind speeds be-88
low the 500 hPa level. Spontaneous sound emission re-89
lated to atmospheric turbulence (Meecham, 1971) was90
considered to be a possible cause of MAW generation; 91
however, Larson et al. (1971) supposed a more complex 92
mechanism following Chanaud’s (1970) aerodynamic 93
sound theory, suggesting that feedback mechanisms of 94
acoustic energy, such as reflection at the ground, at at- 95
mospheric layers, or at surrounding obstacles, could re- 96
inforce the sound-producing flow. This would explain 97
the observed duration of MAW events, occasionally last- 98
ing for more than 24 h (Larson et al., 1971). 99
Chimonas (1977) investigated the theory of MAW 100
generation by spontaneous acoustic emissions from vor- 101
tex shedding due to non-acoustic waves interacting with 102
terrain irregularities. The vortex shedding implies a 103
mechanism similar to the release of the Kármán vor- 104
tex streets. He used a mathematical, idealized two- 105
dimensional (2D) approach, and concluded that the scat- 106
tering of wind oscillations to acoustic modes at terrain 107
irregularities could cause “at least part of the infrasound 108
signal” (Chimonas, 1977, p. 806). 109
Bedard (1978) combined infrasound observations 110
using sensors in the Rocky Mountains (USA) and air- 111
craft observations. The latter was supposed to support 112
the theory of air turbulence being a source of MAW exci- 113
tation, which was also proposed by Thomas et al. (1974) 114
before. However, Rockway et al. (1974) remarked that 115
the effect of atmospheric conditions on the propagation 116
and detection of MAWs might have been underestimated 117
in previous theories. Their ray-tracing model showed 118
that winds affecting propagation conditions were a vi- 119
tal issue for the seasonality of MAW detections. As a 120
consequence, the knowledge about the propagation con- 121
ditions is essential to understand the source generation 122
mechanisms. 123
For the first observations of MAWs beyond North 124
America, a seven-sensors infrasound network, located 125
between Alaska and Argentina, was used. Within one 126
year of measurements, Greene and Howard (1975) 127
found many MAW signals originating between Col- 128
orado and Alaska in the Northern Hemisphere and along 129
the southern part of the Andes in the Southern Hemi- 130
sphere. They noted that the northern part of the Andes 131
exhibited much fewer MAW detections and concluded 132
that the acoustic radiation must depend on topography or 133
combined meteorological and topographic conditions. 134
Since the late 1970s, however, published studies on 135
MAWs have become rare; for instance, a report on 136
MAWs observed in Japan was given by Nishida et al. 137
(2005). As a consequence, the exact source mechanism 138
has remained unclear. Based on the modeling approach 139
of Chimonas (1977), Chunchuzov (1994) took up 140
again the idea of MAW generation due to wave scatter- 141
ing. He proposed a generation model for non-stationary 142
mountain waves which also allowed the generation of 143
acoustic modes induced by “strong wind gusts among 144
the wind fluctuations near the mountain” (Chunchu- 145
zov, 1994, p. 2205). These individual acoustic impulses 146
would propagate in atmospheric waveguides and super- 147
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Nowadays, the IMS infrasound network provides150
the opportunity to study MAW signals at remote sites151
around the globe. Wilson et al. (2010) analyzed MAW152
detections at IMS stations in Alaska and Antarctica. At153
each station, they noticed dominant directions of MAW154
arrivals, especially during winter, each associated with a155
mountain range or peninsula within hundreds of kilome-156
ters from the sensors. Moreover, the detected events ex-157
hibited different waveform characteristics. Wilson et al.158
(2010) argued that more distant mountain ranges re-159
sulted in lower frequencies at the sensors than nearer160
sources. However, without considering additional sta-161
tions, an exact source localization was not feasible.162
More recent studies have attempted to provide a global163
view of infrasound source regions (Blanc et al., 2018;164
Ceranna et al., 2019), using PMCC detections of the165
IMS infrasound arrays.166
In this study, 16 years of infrasound recordings are167
considered to create a monthly climatology of MAW de-168
tections at all operating IMS infrasound stations. Based169
on this climatology, a cross-bearing approach is applied170
to identify the global source regions of MAWs. These171
steps are described in Section 2. The MAW hotspots and172
their seasonal variation (Section 3) are investigated us-173
ing a 2D ray-tracer. Atmospheric input is obtained from174
the high-resolution (HRES) atmospheric model analy-175
sis, provided by the Integrated Forecast System (IFS) of176
the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Fore-177
casts (ECMWF). In addition to the propagation condi-178
tions, the source conditions are analyzed, with a par-179
ticular interest in tropospheric winds and static stability180
(Section 3).181
Both are essential quantities for another type of at-182
mospheric wave, the gravity wave (GW), and the oro-183
graphic GW (OGW) in particular. While static stability184
is a physical prerequisite for the occurrence of GWs, tro-185
pospheric winds and the mountain height determine the186
amplitude, and thus the energy and momentum trans-187
port into the stratosphere and mesosphere (Gill, 1982;188
Holton, 1983). In general, upward-propagating GWs189
break at altitudes where the waves become unstable;190
for instance, due to increasing amplitudes (e.g., Nappo,191
2012). In this context, a ‘critical level’ evolves where192
the background wind equals the horizontal phase speed193
of the GWs; for stationary OGWs, this is around zero194
(e.g., Alexander et al., 2010). GW filtering at the crit-195
ical level results from shrinking of the vertical wave-196
length, which increases the shear and the dynamic in-197
stability, forcing the wave to break (Dörnbrack et al.,198
1995; Fritts and Alexander, 2003; Nappo, 2012).199
Section 4 of this study compares the determined200
MAW hotspots with satellite-based GW hotspots. The201
results are discussed in Section 5. This section also ad-202
dresses the question of whether there might be a link be-203
tween remote MAW observations and the source mech-204
anism of OGW generation. If so, the IMS infrasound205
network could enable unique ground-based monitoring206
of OGW source regions on a global scale using MAW207
detections. Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.208
Figure 1: IMS infrasound station map (as of May 2019). Each red
triangle represents a certified array, blue triangles depict planned
sites, as far as the locations are already known.
Table 1: Applied filtering parameters for studying MAWs with high
significance in PMCC detections.
PMCC measures minimum maximum
Family size (group of detections) 10 –
Center frequency of the family [Hz] 0.02 0.05
Frequency of family members [Hz] 0.01 0.07
Apparent phase velocity [m s−1] 300 500
Fisher ratio F 3 –
2 Methodology 209
2.1 Dataset 210
When fully established, the IMS network will consist 211
of 60 infrasound arrays (see map in Fig. 1). Differential 212
pressure has been continuously recorded at the IMS 213
infrasound stations for up to 20 years, at a sampling rate 214
of 20 Hz. The detection of infrasound events from these 215
waveform data is performed using the array processing 216
algorithm PMCC (Cansi, 1995). For this study, filters 217
were applied to the PMCC detection lists according 218
to Table 1, to focus on significant detections in the 219
frequency range of MAWs. 220
Note that the upper-frequency limit was set at 221
0.07 Hz – instead of 0.1 Hz – to ensure clear discrimina- 222
tion from microbarom detections (0.1–0.5 Hz), a persis- 223
tent infrasound signal originating from interacting ocean 224
waves (e.g., Donn and Rind, 1972; Hupe et al., 2019). 225
Dominant periods of MAW events have been reported as 226
covering 20 s to 80 s (Larson et al., 1971) or, more nar- 227
rowly, 20 s to 40 s (Bedard, 1978). Therefore, in addi- 228
tion, the center frequency thresholds were set to 0.02 Hz 229
(50 s) and 0.05 Hz (20 s), respectively. A fundamental 230
prerequisite for detecting MAW signals is low back- 231
ground noise at the recording station (e.g., Matoza 232
et al., 2013), due to the small amplitudes of between 233
3 mPa and 300 mPa. Fig. 2 shows the residual number of 234
detections per month and station for the IMS infrasound 235
network from January 2003 to July 2017. The color code 236
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Figure 2: The monthly number of PMCC MAW detections is shown for all IMS station datasets available from the German National Data
Center (Hupe, 2018). The stations are ordered from north (top) to south; the horizontal black line reflects the equator. The logarithmic scale
indicates from 100 to 104 detections at each station. Colors code the monthly mean back-azimuths; gray boxes indicate missing data or the
lack of PMCC results at the time of writing when the data from end-2015 were subject to reprocessing.
A semi-annual pattern was identified at most of238
the sites. In contrast to the microbarom detections,239
which clearly correlate with the predominant strato-240
spheric wind directions (e.g., Landès et al., 2014; Cer-241
anna et al., 2019) – i.e., westerly (purple) and easterly242
(greenish) main back-azimuths – the MAW detections243
are not simply zonally reversed between summer and244
winter. Instead, they show meridional components in the245
back-azimuths. For instance, northern directions (red-246
dish) are pronounced at tropical and subtropical stations247
in the Northern Hemisphere (i.e., between IS32 near the248
Equator and IS42 on the Azores), and similarly, both249
southerly (cyan) and northerly components are found at250
low latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere (Hupe, 2018).251
2.2 Azimuthal distributions of MAW252
detections253
For each station and its period covered, as shown in254
Fig. 2, a monthly detection climatology in terms of back-255
azimuth was built (annual average). As an example,256
the histograms of January, April, July, and October are257
shown for IS02 (Ushuaia, Argentina) in the Supplements258
(Figure S1). In general, a maximum of three directional259
peaks was retrieved from the monthly histograms, re-260
flecting different sources that were potentially detected261
at a station. The peaks had to fulfill the following condi-262
tions (Hupe, 2018):263
• The peak was higher than the monthly mean, and264
there was at least one detection per month.265
• The peak had to be 35° distant from other peaks. 266
• The minimum peak prominence (i.e., the relative 267
peak height from the background detections) was 0.5. 268
• The minimum peak width at half prominence was 15°. 269
Referring to the example of IS02, a northwesterly di- 270
rection (315°, Figure S1 in the Supplements) was con- 271
sistent and prominent throughout the year. The number 272
of detections revealed a seasonal variability, with a max- 273
imum in austral winter and a minimum in summer. A 274
secondary peak at around 170° fulfilled the criteria only 275
in October. The determined peaks were used to apply the 276
cross-bearing approach described below. 277
2.3 Cross-bearing method for MAW source 278
localization 279
The PMCC detection bulletins provide information on 280
the detection time, back-azimuth (β), and apparent phase 281
velocity (Cansi, 1995; Le Pichon et al., 2010). The lo- 282
calization of a source, e.g., an explosion in the atmo- 283
sphere, requires this set of information from at least 284
two different stations. In contrast to explosive events, 285
which appear as transient signals in the waveform data, 286
MAWs are a two-dimensional, ergodic signal, such as 287
ambient noise from microbaroms (e.g., Landès et al., 288
2012). Therefore, conventional methods based on the 289
onset times of at least two different stations (e.g., Le Pi- 290
chon et al., 2008) are not applicable to arriving wave 291
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Figure 3: A fictive cross-bearing combination of three stations is
shown schematically. Solid lines depict the stations’ dominant back-
azimuths (βi), dashed lines represent the ±5° uncertainties. For the
main back-azimuths, the intersection points (orange circles) are
shown from which the final location (red circle) is derived. For all
other combinations, the black crosses mark the final locations. The
gray-shaded polygon ultimately highlights the likely source region
of a signal detected at all stations.
Here, for each month of the year, the back-azimuths293
at all IMS infrasound stations were used for a cross-294
bearing, as described in Hupe (2018). Each determined295
back-azimuth was attributed a standard deviation of ±5°296
to account for uncertainties due to the array response297
or wind conditions along the propagation path (e.g.,298
Le Pichon et al., 2005). This uncertainty results in an299
azimuthal sector of 10° width. A maximum propaga-300
tion range of 10,000 km was chosen, in accordance with301
a similar approach for microbaroms by Landès et al.302
(2012). This range is assumed to apply to MAWs since303
atmospheric attenuation is a function of frequency, and304
the attenuation in these low-frequency domains is gen-305
erally low (Sutherland and Bass, 2004).306
A reliable localization of a signal’s origin requires307
the combination of three stations. For each three-station308
set out of the IMS infrasound network, all possible com-309
binations of station back-azimuths – i.e., (i) β−5°, (ii) β,310
or (iii) β + 5° – were projected along the great-circle311
paths (one per station). For one three-station set, this312
amounts to 33 = 27 combinations. Up to three intersec-313
tion points were calculated for each of these combina-314
tions. Fig. 3 demonstrates the procedure schematically.315
If three intersection points were found, the back-316
azimuth projections of all stations in a three-station set317
intersected. Then the coordinates of this combination’s318
final location were calculated as the longitudinal and lat-319
itudinal mean of the intersection points (red circle in320
Fig. 3). If only two intersection points were calculated,321
the method could still provide a potential source region,322
but such localization might be less accurate. Therefore, 323
such results and localizations based on just one intersec- 324
tion point were neglected here. 325
Another source of uncertainty is a station combina- 326
tion in which at least one pair of back-azimuths points 327
either in the same (one alongside the other) or opposite 328
(towards each other) direction(s). Then slight deviations 329
in the back-azimuths potentially cause significant hori- 330
zontal shifts in the intersection point coordinates. There- 331
fore, combinations with β1 − β2 = ±10° were excluded. 332
2.4 Ray-tracing for hotspot validation 333
For associating the infrasound detections with the deter- 334
mined source regions, ray-tracing simulations were car- 335
ried out using the 2D finite differences (2D-FD) soft- 336
ware package of Margrave (2000). This was initially 337
developed for seismological purposes, but it has also 338
been adapted for estimating sound propagation in the 339
atmosphere (e.g., Koch and Pilger, 2018). As an ex- 340
ample, the 2D-FD ray-tracer was successfully used for 341
modeling the long-range ducting in case of the low- 342
frequency fireball event of Chelyabinsk (Le Pichon 343
et al., 2013; Pilger et al., 2015). 344
The ray-tracer calculates infrasound propagation 345
paths based on a 2D effective sound speed field, ac- 346
cording to Eq. (1.2). The operational HRES atmospheric 347
analysis from the ECMWF was incorporated in the sim- 348
ulations as a monthly mean, including vertical profiles 349
of temperature, meridional wind, and zonal wind. These 350
were given each 100 km along the great-circle propaga- 351
tion path between the potential source and the receiver. 352
The upper model limit was set to 140 km. Above 78 km 353
altitude, ECMWF data were supplemented by climato- 354
logical data from empirical models. For the temperature, 355
the Naval Research Laboratory Mass Spectrometer In- 356
coherent Scatter Extended model, NRLMSISE-00 (as 357
of 2000), was used, produced by Picone et al. (2002); 358
winds were obtained from the Horizontal Wind Model, 359
HWM07 (as of 2007), developed by Drob et al. (2008). 360
It is noted that a sponge layer is implemented in the 361
ECMWF model to suppress uncontrolled wave reflec- 362
tions at the upper model boundary (e.g., Ehard et al., 363
2016). Vertical temperature profiles observed by lidar 364
instruments have shown the effect of the sponge layer 365
above an altitude of around 45 km, resulting in a cold 366
temperature bias of up to 12 K at 60 km in the ECMWF 367
model (Hupe et al., 2019). However, computations in- 368
corporating the mean bias did qualitatively not change 369
the simulation results provided in Section 3.2 (see also 370
Hupe, 2018). The sponge layer will be more relevant 371
when computing single events which can be affected 372
by GW perturbations of the vertical temperature and 373
wind profiles. Moreover, it is noted that the 2D-FD ray- 374
tracer is a high-frequency approximation of the acous- 375
tic field; i.e., it is not valid for vertical perturbations 376
with wavelengths smaller than the simulated wavelength 377
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Figure 4: Monthly variation of the global MAW hotspots, based on PMCC detections and the cross-bearing method. The number of
localizations per 3°× 3° is normalized by the maximum of all the months. The maximum can be found over the Tibetan Plateau in February.
Gray background colors indicate topography, ranging from light (z < 250 m) to dark (z > 7,500 m) gray. Circles depict the IMS infrasound
stations (the labels are given in Fig. 1), and the color of each circle indicates the average number of detections during a month. If dominant
peaks exist in the azimuthal distribution, these directions are added to the station marker as great-circle lines of equal lengths (10°), whereas
the widths are proportional to the corresponding number of detections.
10 km for 0.05 Hz. However, it is assumed to be ap-379
propriate when analyzing the monthly mean conditions.380
For modeling single MAW events with respect to small-381
scale features of the wave field, the parabolic equation382
is a more appropriate method (e.g., Lingevitch et al.,383
2002; Norris et al., 2010).384
For the hotspot validation, the stable eigen-ray solu-385
tions of the ray-tracer – i.e., the statistically significant386
occurrence of eigen-rays throughout variations between387
the source and the receiver – were evaluated. In particu-388
lar, these solutions, either for ground-to-stratopause or389
ground-to-thermosphere ducting, were compared with390
the monthly MAW detections at surrounding stations.391
3 Global MAW hotspots and their392
characteristics393
Fig. 4 shows a normalized, monthly view of the cross-394
bearing results. Four MAW hotspots can be identified395
throughout the year. The coastal mountain ranges in396
North America were already identified as a source for397
MAWs before (see Section 1). The applied method here398
reproduces these results. Also, the Tibetan Plateau and 399
its surrounding mountain ranges (e.g., the Himalayas) 400
turn out to be a major source region of MAWs on the 401
Northern Hemisphere. Another hotspot is identified in 402
the East Siberian Mountains. 403
In the Southern Hemisphere, the southern Andes are 404
the major hotspot. A fifth hotspot is the Southern Alps 405
on New Zealand’s South Island. The latter is not promi- 406
nent in Fig. 4 since only a couple of infrasound stations 407
(IS05, IS22, IS36) detect it; however, the MAWs are a 408
dominant feature among these detecting stations. The 409
signals are detected throughout the whole year and trace 410
back to the South Island. 411
3.1 The seasonal variation in detections 412
Larson et al. (1971) found an annual cycle of MAW 413
occurrence in North America, with a maximum in the 414
number of detections during the hemispheric winter. 415
Here, the monthly cross-bearing results (Fig. 4) indicate 416
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3.1.1 Tibetan Plateau419
This MAW source region is the strongest, and the420
cross-bearing results cover a wide area. Many poten-421
tial sources – i.e., mountain ranges – surround the Ti-422
betan Plateau, including the Himalayas (up to 8,848 m)423
in the south, the Pamir Mountains (7,649 m) in the west,424
and the Tian Shan (7,349 m) in the north. The num-425
ber of detections and cross-bearing hits maximizes in426
winter. During this season, around ten stations detect427
MAW signals from this source region, for instance,428
IS19, IS33, and IS34. In May, the maximum number of429
cross-bearing hits is only around 10 % of that in win-430
ter. The hotspot then disappears in summer; however,431
two stations – IS31 (Kazakhstan) in the northwest of the432
hotspot and IS32 (Kenya) in the southwest – detected433
MAWs during both summer and winter.434
3.1.2 North American Pacific coast ranges435
This hotspot is located around IS56 from October to436
January and covers the US Coast Range in Washington437
(4,392 m) and parts of the Canadian Rockies (3,954 m).438
The cross-bearing results also highlight the Alaska439
Range (6,200 m) and the Aleutian Islands (1,900 m) in440
October. Many mountains within this hotspot are vol-441
canoes. The closest IMS stations – IS53 (β = 128°),442
IS56 (β = 325°), and IS57 (β = 9°) – detect MAWs443
originating from this hotspot region until March. From444
April to July, the number of detections from the south-445
east (IS53) and north-northwest (IS56, IS57) is reduced446
by up to 95 %, compared to January (the corresponding447
histograms are provided in Hupe, 2018). During Febru-448
ary and March, the surrounding stations reveal slightly449
different dominant back-azimuths and the number of de-450
tections from far distant stations is reduced. This leads451
to fewer cross-bearing hits, which is the reason for the452
disappearance of this hotspot in Fig. 4.453
3.1.3 East Siberian Mountains454
Over the very eastern part of Siberia (peaks up to455
2,000 m), a source region of MAWs is identified from456
September to March (Fig. 4). It is detected, among oth-457
ers, at IS44, IS45, IS58, and IS59. The detection num-458
bers vary at these stations; the maximum values per459
month amount to two (IS45, October), four (IS58, Oc-460
tober), 20 (IS59, January), and 45 (IS44, January). Al-461
though this hotspot is less prominent, compared to the462
ones above, its seasonal cycle is similar.463
3.1.4 Southern Andes464
Greene and Howard (1975) had already identified465
the southern Andes as a source region of MAWs.466
Their southernmost sensor was located near the highest467
mountain of the continent (Mount Aconcagua; 41.67° S,468
70.00° W, 6,961 m elevation). Here, at least six IMS469
stations detect MAWs from the southern Andes, and470
one of these (IS02) operates at the southern tip of the471
continent. Detections are found almost all around the 472
year, and the latitudinal range of the cross-bearing solu- 473
tions extends from 30° S to south Chile (55° S), where 474
the mountains (mostly volcanoes) reach elevations of 475
1,500 m to 2,500 m. Note the broad longitudinal range of 476
cross-bearing hits exceeding the coastlines, which poses 477
the question of whether this is caused by real events 478
or methodological artefacts. MAW detections originat- 479
ing from upstream and downstream of the hotspot could 480
be associated with the phenomenon of trailing GWs, 481
which have been particularly observed in the lee of New 482
Zealand (Ehard et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2019). The 483
dominant back-azimuths of IS08 detections often match 484
the identified hotspot region downstream of the southern 485
Andes. However, Fig. 4 also indicates different back- 486
azimuths of the other stations, and additional cross- 487
bearing hits are located upstream of the Andes. There- 488
fore, at least some of the cross-bearing results are likely 489
methodological artefacts resulting from the applied un- 490
certainty of ±5° or the possibility that the IMS stations 491
detect different sources within that region – for instance, 492
the closest to each station. The latter issue would cause 493
the triangulation to fail matching any of the detected 494
sources exactly. 495
Overall, the southern Andes are the most active 496
hotspot of MAWs in the Southern Hemisphere. A sea- 497
sonal cycle in the number of detections is evident, show- 498
ing a maximum in winter. The cross-bearing results 499
highlight this hotspot from September to May (Fig. 4). 500
At IS02, however, MAWs are also detected in summer 501
(maximum 17 detections per month), from almost the 502
same direction as in winter (56 detections). 503
3.1.5 Southern Alps of New Zealand 504
The azimuthal distributions of detections show promi- 505
nent peaks related to MAWs at IS05 (β = 100°), IS22 506
(β = 165°), and IS36 (β = 265°) all year round. At 507
IS22 the spectral number maximizes in July (59), op- 508
posed to only three detections in December. At IS36, 509
the seasonal cycle is similar, but the highest peak in May 510
shows just 13 detections. Such differences between the 511
stations can be related to the propagation conditions be- 512
tween the source and the receiver. Section 3.2 investi- 513
gates the propagation conditions for the hotspots identi- 514
fied in the Southern Hemisphere. 515
3.1.6 Further results 516
Further regions that show accumulations of cross- 517
bearing results in Fig. 4 are Greenland (October), north- 518
western Australia (January, October), and the central 519
USA (May to August). Greenland is a potential source 520
region of MAWs; however, there are not enough stations 521
around for continuous cross-bearing results. Moreover, 522
northwestern Australia is highlighted as a result of spu- 523
rious intersections, due to the wide range of the cross- 524
bearing approach. The closest stations in Australia – 525
IS04, IS05, and IS07 – do not detect any MAW signals 526
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Figure 5: The temporal variation in back-azimuth (β) and amplitude (color-coded) of the MAW detections at IS02. Each dot represents a
detection family. In the background, the ratio of veff at around 50 km and the surface is shown (gray scale), calculated from ECMWF data.
This ratio indicates good propagation conditions from a direction towards the station when exceeding one – i.e., the presence of the ground-
to-stratopause waveguide (light gray; dark gray: veff-ratio < 1). The detections from 150° to 210° originate from the Antarctic Peninsula.
Detections from the north-northwest are associated with the Andes.
A special feature is the accumulation of cross-528
bearing results over the central USA. It is not directly as-529
sociated with the Rocky Mountains. Although Bedard530
(1978) mentioned a MAW source region in the lee of531
the Rocky Mountains over Colorado, the seasonal ap-532
pearance found here is in contradiction to his observa-533
tions. It is detected at IS10 (β = 174°), IS53 (β = 96°),534
IS56 (β = 120°), and IS57 (β = 60°) only during sum-535
mer (May to August). Therefore, the detections are more536
likely associated with the occurrence of severe storms537
in the central USA: During the 1960s and 1970s, se-538
vere storm cells that coincided with hail and tornadoes539
were observed causing the detection of infrasound sig-540
nals with specific periods of 5 s to 62 s (Bowman and541
Bedard, 1971). Here, the detected properties and the542
season agree with those findings; hence, it is concluded543
that the IMS network also captures low-frequency infra-544
sound from severe storms.545
3.2 Propagation conditions546
Propagation conditions are considered for validating547
detections from the identified source regions at se-548
lected stations. The focus is on the Southern Hemi-549
sphere hotspots since these can be associated with dis-550
tinct mountainous ranges; whereas the most dominant551
hotspot in the Northern Hemisphere covers a large re-552
gion with multiple mountain ranges.553
Fig. 5 shows the time-series of PMCC detections at554
IS02 in the frequency range of MAWs (Table 1). Con-555
cerning the Andes, the majority of signals are detected556
during the winter when the atmospheric conditions are 557
favorable for infrasound propagation from northwestern 558
directions. During the summer, the number of detections 559
is reduced by about 70 %. Accordingly, the detected am- 560
plitudes were largest in austral winter and smallest in 561
summer, differing by half an order of magnitude. 562
The propagation between the southern Andes (49° S, 563
73° W) and IS02 (55° S, 68° W) was calculated using the 564
2D-FD ray-tracer (Section 2.4). As an example, Fig. 6 565
shows the modeling for July 2016. Accordingly, the 566
propagation was modeled for each month between Jan- 567
uary 2007 and December 2016, based on the monthly- 568
averaged along-path wind and temperature profiles. 569
The same simulations were done for IS08 (3,663 km 570
to the north), IS09 (4,352 km to the north-northeast), 571
IS14 (1,806 km to the northwest), IS21 (7,500 km to the 572
east), and IS27 (4,043 km to the southeast). These sta- 573
tions also show detections most likely originating from 574
the Andes hotspot. The ray-tracing results for the se- 575
lected stations are summarized in Table 2. The statistics 576
only account for parameters of stable eigen-ray solutions 577
for stratospheric (Is) and thermospheric (It) returns, if 578
any. In addition, the accumulated atmospheric absorp- 579
tion along the propagation path (Aa, in dB) is provided. 580
During austral winter (May to August), ground-to- 581
stratopause solutions resulted for IS02, IS08, and IS27. 582
These agree with the PMCC detections and the cross- 583
bearing results. In summer (November to February), 584
simulations show that stratospheric ducting was rather 585
unlikely for these stations. This fact also agrees with 586
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Figure 6: Ray-tracing paths between the southern Andes (0 km, 49° S, 73° W) and IS02 (red triangle) in southern Argentina are shown for
July 2016. The source on the left was set to 3,200 m. The rays were started at angles of between 1° (upward) and 179° (downward). The
modeled source frequency was 0.05 Hz, the upper center frequency threshold of MAWs; lower frequencies would be subject to even smaller
atmospheric absorption rates. The stable eigen-ray solutions which best connect the source and receiver are depicted in red, for both the
ground-to-stratopause and the ground-to-thermosphere waveguide.
Table 2: Ray-tracing results for selected stations detecting MAWs
from the southern Andes. The numbers (0–10) reflect the num-
ber of simulation runs (one per year and month over 10 years)
for which a stable eigen-ray solution was calculated between the
source (49° S, 73° W) and the respective IMS station. Consequently,
the numbers indicate the detection likelihood, about both strato-
spheric (Is) and thermospheric (It) propagation paths. Besides, the
mean and the standard deviation of atmospheric absorption (Aa) are
given for these simulation runs. The source was set to an altitude
of 3,200 m.
IS02 IS08 IS21 IS27
Is It Is It Is It Is It
Jan 0 10 0 10 10 8 0 9
Feb 0 10 3 10 6 8 0 8
Mar 3 10 6 9 4 9 6 9
Apr 8 10 6 10 0 10 9 7
May 9 10 8 9 0 10 9 9
Jun 10 9 5 9 0 10 9 5
Jul 10 10 7 6 0 10 9 4
Aug 9 10 5 6 0 10 9 6
Sep 7 10 9 9 0 10 9 7
Oct 2 10 9 7 5 6 5 9
Nov 0 10 7 8 10 8 1 9
Dec 0 10 4 10 10 7 0 9
Aa [dB] 0.1 3.8 0.7 15.0 1.3 19.4 0.4 17.3
σAa [dB] 0.1 1.6 0.4 19.0 0.9 16.7 0.3 15.4
detected MAWs in April and July, although a west-588
ward propagation in the ground-to-stratopause waveg-589
uide was not modeled. Instead, ground-to-thermosphere590
ducting was successfully modeled for this station,591
despite a propagation range of 7,500 km. Moreover,592
the ground-to-thermosphere waveguide explained detec-593
tions at IS13, IS14, IS21, and IS24 in the winter and at594
IS02 and IS09 in the summer. As a consequence, for ex-595
plaining MAW detections upstream of the stratospheric596
jet, the low attenuation in the thermosphere is essential.597
Similar results were obtained for MAW detections598
originating from the Southern Alps of New Zealand599
(44° S, 170° E). Increased detection numbers during600
Table 3: Ray-tracing statistics as in Table 2, but for stations detecting
a MAW source over New Zealand. Here, the source was set to an
altitude of 3,000 m.
IS05 IS07 IS22 IS36
Is It Is It Is It Is It
Jan 10 7 10 8 8 9 0 10
Feb 10 10 10 7 6 10 0 10
Mar 0 10 0 10 0 10 3 10
Apr 0 10 0 10 0 10 10 6
May 0 10 0 10 0 10 10 6
Jun 0 10 0 10 0 10 10 4
Jul 0 10 0 9 0 9 10 4
Aug 0 10 0 10 0 10 8 4
Sep 3 9 0 10 2 9 5 10
Oct 9 8 4 10 3 10 0 10
Nov 10 9 3 9 9 10 0 10
Dec 9 10 10 9 10 9 0 10
Aa in dB 0.2 5.1 0.7 23.9 0.7 7.6 0.1 6.4
σAa in dB 0.1 5.9 0.4 21.4 0.2 12.9 0.1 8.3
winter (Section 3.1) agree with the ray-tracing results for 601
IS36 (Table 3) because propagation within the ground- 602
to-stratopause waveguide was only favored between 603
April and September. A ray-tracing example for January 604
and July 2016 is given in Figure S2 in the Supplements, 605
showing a sharp effective sound speed gradient at the 606
stratopause in July. 607
The seasonal variation in the number of detections at 608
IS22 (Section 3.1) is contradictory to the stratospheric 609
ray-tracing results, as these would suggest the maxi- 610
mum number during summer and the minimum during 611
winter. Only the ground-to-thermosphere waveguide can 612
explain the opposed cycle: According to the modeling, 613
the thermospheric return heights were lowest in July 614
(<110 km) and higher in January (>110 km), resulting 615
in accumulated absorption rates of around 1 dB (July) 616
and 9 dB (January), respectively, along the propagation 617
paths. The low absorption rate in July can partly explain 618
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that single detections could result from small-scale fluc-620
tuations; for instance, upward-propagating GWs could621
temporarily establish a ground-to-stratosphere waveg-622
uide if such perturbations of the wind speed sufficiently623
increase the effective sound speed ratio in the upper624
stratosphere. Note that, for the troposphere, Damiens625
et al. (2018) also modeled an impact of OGWs and tro-626
pospheric winds on the acoustic wave field in moun-627
tainous regions. However, the high number of signals in628
winter would be more reasonable if the explanation can629
be found in the source generation mechanism.630
3.3 Source conditions631
The most dominant MAW source regions – the Southern632
Alps of New Zealand, the southern Andes, and the Ti-633
betan Plateau – are characterized by strong tropospheric634
winds all around the year. Therefore, the monthly mean635
wind fields are not appropriate to analyze the source636
conditions during MAW events. Instead, the three-637
hourly dataset of the Modern-Era Retrospective analysis638
for Research and Applications, Version 2 (MERRA-2,639
Bosilovich et al., 2016) was used. The focus is on640
IS02 for the southern Andes and IS36 for New Zealand.641
These stations are nearest to the respective source re-642
gions, so propagation effects are minimized, and damp-643
ing of the MAW amplitudes is smallest. The traveling644
times of the MAWs are shorter than the MERRA-2 time645
interval; for IS02, the average time is around 36 min646
(at distance r = 749 km and veff = 339 m s−1), and647
for IS36, this is around 51 min (at r = 1, 080 km648
and veff = 350 m s−1), for stratospheric propagation649
(Hupe, 2018). The MAW detections were assigned the650
MERRA-2 wind speed and direction available before651
the signal was recorded. Five model levels were con-652
sidered at those grid points best matching the hotspots’653
coordinates that were used in Section 3.2; these lev-654
els are 985 hPa (around 60 m above the ground – the655
model bottom level), 850 hPa (around 1.5 km), 700 hPa656
(around 3 km), 500 hPa (around 5.5 km), and 300 hPa657
(around 9.4 km). Unless otherwise stated, the following658
figures refer to the 700 hPa level.659
The distributions in Fig. 7 show that the predominant660
wind speeds during MAW events originating from New661
Zealand (b), detected at IS36, are slightly higher than662
the climatological conditions (a). The maximum occur-663
rence frequency of MAW detections from β = 265°664
is at wind speeds of between 15 m s−1 and 35 m s−1 at665
700 hPa (c), whereas the climatological wind distribu-666
tion peaks below 15 m s−1. The maxima occur at cross-667
mountain wind directions of between 270° and 360° (b).668
At 500 hPa and 300 hPa, the comparisons show similar669
results, whereas, near the ground, the azimuth sector is670
narrower (315°±20°).671
For IS02 and the southern Andes, the event-related672
occurrence frequency does not show a significant dif-673
ference from the climatological wind conditions, and it674
also peaks between 15 m s−1 and 35 m s−1. Here, the dis-675
tribution maxima appear to be a product of coincidence676
Figure 7: Evaluation of MERRA-2 tropospheric winds at 700 hPa
over the Southern Alps of New Zealand (44° S, 170° E), and MAW
detections at IS36. (a) Climatological distribution of the wind speed
and direction, in the reference period 2003 to 2017; (b) distribution
of the wind speed and direction during MAW detections that feature
back-azimuths associated with the Southern Alps only; (c) wind
speed over the Southern Alps during all MAW events detected at
IS36 vs. the back-azimuths of these detections. The grid intervals
are 2.5° (β and wind direction) and 1.5 m s−1 (wind speed). The
distributions are normalized by the respective maximum values.
resulting from the climatological conditions; whereas, at 677
IS36 and New Zealand, there is a tendency to increased 678
wind speeds during MAW occurrence. The climatologi- 679
cal difference might be an explanation for fewer detec- 680
tions from the Southern Alps at IS36 (around 104), com- 681
pared to the southern Andes and IS02 (around 105). 682
Fig. 8 shows a correlation between the detected 683
MAW amplitudes at IS02 and the wind speeds over the 684
source region. This correlation applies to altitudes up to 685
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Figure 8: Correlation between detected MAW amplitudes and wind
speeds at the source. This refers to wind speeds over the southern
Andes at 700 hPa, and MAW detections at IS02 that are associated
with the Andes (β ≥ 270° and β ≤ 45°). The grid interval for the
RMS amplitude is 0.05 log10(Pa) and the distribution is normalized
per wind speed interval of 1.5 m s−1; the color code is the same as in
Fig. 7. The correlation for IS36 at the Southern Alps of New Zealand
is comparable.
(yellow) incline with altitude (500 hPa and 300 hPa). As687
a conclusion, the correlation between the MAW ampli-688
tude and winds is strongest at layers near the orographic689
obstacle.690
The mean wind conditions are relatively consis-691
tent throughout the year; at 700 hPa in the south-692
ern Andes, the annual mean wind speed is 19.5 m s−1693
(σ = ±9.2 m s−1), and the monthly means vary by694
±2 m s−1. Consequently, if the wind is the primary quan-695
tity in the process of MAW generation, the precondi-696
tions for the excitation of MAWs do not significantly697
differ by season. Contrary to this is both the enhanced698
number of detections and the increased amplitudes in699
winter. According to Fig. 9, the MAW amplitudes orig-700
inating from the southern Andes amount to 21 mPa701
in June (σ = ±15 mPa) and minimize in February702
(7 mPa, σ = ±5 mPa). Neither the mean nor the maxi-703
mum climatological cross-mountain wind speeds exhibit704
a similar pattern.705
The propagation conditions can explain the increased706
amplitudes at IS02 and IS36 during austral winter be-707
cause the ground-to-stratopause waveguide is predomi-708
nant (Section 3.2). This waveguide results in lower at-709
tenuation, compared to thermospheric propagation dur-710
ing summer, and enables larger amplitudes to be de-711
tected. It is worth adding that larger amplitudes gen-712
erally allow better discrimination from noise in the in-713
frasound recordings; hence, the enhanced number of714
PMCC detections could be related to the increased am-715
plitudes. However, the results discussed for IS22 contra-716
dict that theory here, because the highest number of de-717
tections – even higher than at IS36, which is closer to the718
source region – was also found in winter despite the ab-719
sence of a ground-to-stratopause waveguide. As a conse- 720
quence, the source generation of MAWs must be subject 721
to seasonal variability, and cross-mountain winds alone 722
are not sufficient in this context. The positive correla- 723
tion between cross-mountain winds and MAW ampli- 724
tudes indicates that these winds contribute to the process 725
of MAW excitation. 726
In terms of OGW occurrence, for which the dis- 727
cussed hotspots in the Southern Hemisphere are known 728
(e.g., McLandress et al., 2000; Alexander and Teit- 729
elbaum, 2011; Hoffmann et al., 2016), static stabil- 730
ity could be an additional quantity. Comparisons like 731
in Figs. 7 and 8 do not indicate a correlation between 732
the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, as a measure for stability, 733
and the MAW occurrence although, in general, it seems 734
that MAWs are detected during stable conditions. This 735
fact can partly contribute to enhanced detection num- 736
bers during winter since the tropospheric conditions are 737
generally more stable than during summer. Stable condi- 738
tions in the atmospheric boundary layer reduce turbulent 739
noise at the stations, which improves the detection capa- 740
bility (e.g., Pilger et al., 2015). 741
4 Comparison of the MAW hotspots 742
with satellite-based GW hotspots 743
The question of whether a common source generation 744
mechanism exists for MAWs and OGWs is assessed by 745
comparing global GW hotspot maps with the identified 746
source regions of MAWs. The global GW activity was 747
obtained from the global GW climatology based on at- 748
mospheric infrared limb emissions observed by satellite 749
(GRACILE), which was produced by Ern et al. (2017). 750
GRACILE provides a climatology of GW parameters 751
such as temperature variances, GW potential energy 752
(GWPE), and absolute GW momentum flux (GWMF) 753
in the middle atmosphere. Here, the GWMF data prod- 754
uct from the Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broad- 755
band Emission Radiometry (SABER) instrument was 756
used to estimate the global GW activity. SABER prod- 757
ucts are based on the period from February 2002 to Jan- 758
uary 2015 (13 years), and thus similar to the infrasound 759
data set. The MAW source regions were compared with 760
the GWMF at 30 km, the lowest available level. More 761
precisely, the GWMF deviation from the zonal mean 762
was calculated so that positive deviations indicate en- 763
hanced GW activity. 764
Lightning data were also taken into account to sepa- 765
rate convectively-induced GWs from other sources like 766
topography. Cecil (2015) produced the HRES monthly 767
climatology of lightning activity. It provides mean flash 768
rates per square kilometer and day in the middle of a 769
month (Cecil et al., 2014) and was composed of data 770
from the Optical Transient Detector and the Lightning 771
Imaging Sensor. 772
In Fig. 10, color-coded lightning activity and GWMF 773
are shown for January, April, July, and October. The 774
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Figure 9: Annual amplitude variation of MAW detections from the southern Andes at IS02, and cross-mountain winds (directional
wind components between 225° and 315°) at 700 hPa over the southern Andes. The event-based mean (black) and maximum (orange)
MERRA-2 cross-mountain winds were calculated for each day of the year. The respective climatological daily mean and maximum values
(2004 to 2017) are shown in green. A moving-average filter with a span of 15 d was applied to the data, and shaded areas depict the standard
deviation (σ).
Figure 10: Comparison of GWMF (30 km) from GRACILE/SABER (Ern et al., 2017) with MAW hotspots as identified in Section 3.
MAW contour lines equal the threshold of 0.05 normalized cross-bearing hits in Fig. 4. GWMF is given as the deviation from the zonal
mean GWMF. Lightning activity (Cecil, 2015) is superimposed for areas with more than two flashes per km−2 (gray shades) to identify
convectively induced GWs. With regard to Section 3.3, the ECMWF wind field (ECMWF, 2014) at 700 hPa (arrows) shows that mid-latitude
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shown in Fig. 4. The 700 hPa level wind field of the776
ECMWF operational HRES analysis is added (monthly777
means for the period 2007 to 2016).778
In the tropics and subtropics, the seasonal variation779
of enhanced GWMF agrees with increased lightning ac-780
tivity, so it is likely caused by deep convection within the781
Inter-tropical Convergence Zone. The allegedly found782
hotspot in the central USA between May and August783
is confirmed by these observations, in terms of severe784
storms.785
In the southern Andes, the GWMF is strongly en-786
hanced from April until October, which well agrees with787
the MAW hotspot. Also, weaker GWMF in March and788
November (not shown) coincides with the number of789
MAW detections. In the summer, the southern Andes790
exhibit no OGW hotspots, but rather GWs induced by791
deep convection (Hoffmann et al., 2013, figs. 6 to 10);792
obviously, this does not regularly cause infrasound sig-793
nals like those detected in the central USA at a suffi-794
cient number of stations for the cross-bearing approach.795
This conclusion is supported by the fact that reports of796
severe storms including tornadoes in the very south of797
Argentina or Chile are not available.798
As was discussed in Section 3, New Zealand’s799
South Island is also a regular source region for MAWs800
although it does not appear in Fig. 10. Hoffmann801
et al. (2016), using satellite observations, identified New802
Zealand as one of the active source regions of OGWs803
in the Southern Hemisphere. They evaluated upstream804
and downstream variances in temperature perturbations805
at about 40 km altitude, based on 10 years of HRES806
satellite observations. GWMF is not enhanced over807
New Zealand in the GRACILE dataset. One reason808
is the coarse horizontal resolution of the GRACILE809
climatology – GW parameters were evaluated in bins810
of 30°× 20° (Ern et al., 2018). A second reason is811
the characteristic wind speed profile above mountain812
ranges at mid-latitudes. The atmospheric feature was813
pointed out by Kruse et al. (2016), termed the ‘valve814
layer’, which affects upward-propagating GWs. It is815
characterized by a wind speed minimum in the lower816
stratosphere (15–25 km) above a strong tropospheric817
jet-stream (Kruse et al., 2016). The wind speed min-818
imum causes the vertical wavelength of an upward-819
propagating GW to shorten, which results in a steepen-820
ing wave. If this causes the GW to break, momentum821
is deposited and will not reach the upper stratosphere,822
e.g., at 30 km. Large-amplitude GWs that are induced823
by strong tropospheric winds are particularly affected by824
the valve layer; whereas small-amplitude GWs are not825
forced to break and eventually propagate up to the meso-826
sphere (e.g., Kaifler et al., 2015; Bramberger et al.,827
2017).828
As an example, Fig. 11 shows monthly mean zonal829
wind speed profiles over the southern Andes (blue) and830
the Southern Alps of New Zealand (orange) in January831
(dashed line) and July (solid line). During summer (Jan-832
uary), a critical level (Fritts and Alexander, 2003,833
) at around 22 km causes GW dissipation of upward-834
Figure 11: ECMWF HRES zonal wind speed profiles over the
southern Andes (49° S, 73° W) and New Zealand’s Southern Alps
(44° S, 170° E) in January and July 2016. The winter profiles (July)
differ because of the valve layer that is present over New Zealand,
whereas the wind profile of the southern Andes would allow the
upward propagation of OGWs into the upper stratosphere.
propagating OGWs in the lower stratosphere (e.g., Kai- 835
fler et al., 2015). In July, the zonal wind profiles dif- 836
fer such that there is a strong tropospheric jet at 10 km 837
to 15 km over New Zealand (u = 28 m s−1) and a rela- 838
tive wind minimum at 22 km (u = 18 m s−1). This valve 839
layer explains why the GW activity over New Zealand 840
in winter remains unresolved at the lowest data level of 841
the GRACILE climatology (30 km). It is noted that the 842
feature of the valve layer disappears towards higher lat- 843
itudes. 844
Enhanced GWMF does not match the MAW hotspot 845
over the Tibetan Plateau in Fig. 10. Only in Novem- 846
ber and December (not shown), enhanced GWMF can 847
be found in the north of the Tibetan Plateau. The tro- 848
pospheric winds are relatively strong over the entire re- 849
gion all year round, similar to the southern Andes. Con- 850
trarily, the GWMF perturbations are strongest over Eu- 851
rope (Scandinavia), particularly in January. The weak 852
GWMF over the Tibetan Plateau is also reasoned by 853
the valve layer which regularly evolves above the tro- 854
pospheric jet-stream during winter; for instance, the 855
ECMWF HRES analysis yields a valve layer above the 856
Pamir Mountains (38° N, 75° E), just west of the Tibetan 857
Plateau. In 2016, for example, a mean zonal wind max- 858
imum of 32 m s−1 was at 10 km and a local minimum of 859
14 m s−1 at 19 km in January (Figure S3 in the Supple- 860
ments). The critical level was at 15 km in July 2016. 861
Zeng et al. (2017) reported evidence of OGWs above 862
the Tibetan Plateau. They evaluated nine years of satel- 863
lite data from the lower stratosphere (15–30 km) and 864
found OGWs during winter and spring. Moreover, 865
Alexander et al. (2008) found that enhanced GWPE 866
up to the tropopause was generally filtered at levels of 867
low wind speed below 30 km altitude. 868
The MAW hotspot of the coastal mountain ranges in 869
North America agrees with enhanced GWMF in Jan- 870
uary. In November, the GWMF deviation is also posi- 871
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Figure 12: Comparison of the annual variability of zonal mean MAW hotspots and zonal mean stratospheric GWMF. Variability is reflected
as the deviation from the zonal mean, normalized by its absolute maximum. Left: MAW source regions, as deduced from the cross-bearing
hits shown in Fig. 4. Right: Stratospheric GWMF at 30 km altitude, as deduced from GRACILE’s global map data.
October. Hoffmann et al. (2017) argued that low strato-873
spheric wind speeds, preventing GWs from propagating874
upward in this region, result in only a few stratospheric875
GW observations. They also identified the East Siberian876
Mountains as a source region of OGWs. Here, ECMWF877
data show critical levels in both January and July 2016878
(not shown).879
At high latitudes in general, the distribution of IMS880
infrasound arrays compared to the source regions is881
relatively coarse which prevents for obtaining enough882
cross-bearing results for events like MAWs. It is worth883
mentioning that the station distribution meets the detec-884
tion capability required for the monitoring of the CTBT885
(Le Pichon et al., 2019). Nevertheless, the Antarc-886
tic Peninsula and the Trans-antarctic Mountains in the887
Southern Hemisphere, which are strong OGW hotspots888
(Hoffmann et al., 2013; Hoffmann et al., 2016; Jew-889
toukoff et al., 2015), are detected at IMS stations –890
the Antarctic Peninsula at IS02 (β = 170°) and IS27891
(β = 250°) during spring and autumn, and the Trans-892
antarctic Mountains at IS05 (β = 200°) and IS36893
(β = 180°) during winter.894
In the Northern Hemisphere, wide regions of positive895
GWMF perturbations are detached from lightning and896
MAW activity at middle and high latitudes during win-897
ter. Indeed, GW hotspots have been observed in Scandi-898
navia (e.g., Rapp et al., 2018), Greenland (Leutbecher899
and Volkert, 2000; Limpasuvan et al., 2007), and the900
UK (Hoffmann et al., 2013; Hoffmann et al., 2017).901
Although pairs of IMS infrasound stations detect MAWs902
potentially originating from those regions, the multitude903
of possible sources and the dominance of detections904
from the Tibetan Plateau complicate the determination905
of further MAW hotspots in the Northern Hemisphere.906
The fact that many IMS infrasound stations surround the907
Tibetan Plateau region may cause an overestimation of908
this hotspot. Nevertheless, the station markers in Fig. 4909
indicate high detection numbers which still imply this910
hotspot to be very active.911
Fig. 12 summarizes the global MAW and GW ac- 912
tivity. The MAW activity was calculated as the num- 913
ber of cross-bearing hits per 3°× 3°. The contours de- 914
note the deviation from the zonal mean, normalized by 915
the overall maximum. Positive (negative) values indi- 916
cate enhanced (reduced) MAW activity relative to the 917
annual zonal mean; hence, the global maximum is one. 918
Analogously, the zonal mean GW activity was calcu- 919
lated, based on the GWMF of GRACILE at 30 km. 920
The qualitative agreement between MAW and GW 921
activity is good. The differences in the Northern Hemi- 922
sphere, and at high latitudes in general, are caused by 923
the distribution of infrasound stations relative to poten- 924
tial MAW and OGW source regions. Significant trop- 925
ical sources of MAWs are missing due to the lack of 926
strong winds. At mid-latitudes, especially in the South- 927
ern Hemisphere, the patterns of MAW and GW activ- 928
ity are very similar. Quantitatively, the difference be- 929
tween GW and MAW activity traces back to the lo- 930
cation of the respective global maxima. The strongest 931
GW activity is located in the southern Andes region; 932
whereas the strongest MAW activity is excited over cen- 933
tral Asia (Tibetan Plateau and surrounding mountain 934
ranges) and not reflected by GRACILE for the reasons 935
mentioned above. This difference, however, poses the 936
question if the source generation of MAWs is primar- 937
ily related to the tropospheric cross-mountain winds – 938
these are stronger over the Tibetan Plateau (Figure S3 939
in the Supplements) than over the Andes (Fig. 11). The 940
MAW generation could also be linked to the excitation, 941
or breaking, of OGWs. 942
5 Further discussion of the results 943
The results of Sections 3 and 4 imply that the tropo- 944
spheric winds play a significant role in the source gener- 945
ation of MAWs. Not only the wind direction (roughly 946
perpendicular to mountain ranges) but also the wind 947
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MAW occurrence and amplitude. The variation in am-949
plitude is ascribed to the different propagation wave-950
guides in the atmosphere since the absorption of an951
acoustic signal is lower in the surface-to-stratopause952
waveguide. For the variation in the number of detec-953
tions, however, the cross-mountain winds in the South-954
ern Hemisphere hotspots do not provide a sufficient ex-955
planation since these are consistent throughout a year.956
The same result can be anticipated for the Tibetan957
Plateau, given the enhanced number of detections during958
winter as opposed to strong tropospheric winds during959
both summer and winter. So which process or quantity,960
in addition to the tropospheric winds, is essential for the961
generation and observation of MAWs?962
Stable stratification was considered to be another me-963
teorological precondition for MAW generation, and this964
would be shared with OGWs. Also, a layer of increased965
stability near the mountain top favors larger amplitude966
OGWs. Although it is reasonable that MAW detections967
are favored during stable conditions, which result in less968
noise (due to limited turbulence) at the stations in winter,969
a clear correlation between enhanced stability and MAW970
occurrence, or amplitude, was not found. A possible rea-971
son is that, in terms of the detection capability, strong972
tropospheric winds counteract the effect of stable condi-973
tions at a station. Strong winds produce not only large974
MAW amplitudes at the source but also high noise lev-975
els at the receiver. Stable conditions cause lower noise976
levels, enabling the detection of smaller amplitudes.977
OGWs can also be induced by nonstationary winds978
flowing over mountainous regions, resulting in horizon-979
tally propagating GWs. In this case of non-zero phase980
speed GWs, the valve layer and especially the criti-981
cal level considered above are not relevant. Shevov982
et al. (2000) found that OGWs excited by nonstation-983
ary winds propagate into the mesosphere where they984
cause temperature perturbations when dissipating. Fol-985
lowing Chunchuzov (1994), nonstationary winds are986
also a cause of acoustic wave excitation. Such infra-987
sound signals would comprise of acoustic impulses that988
result from a superposition of strong wind gusts in non-989
stationary flows around mountains. Analyzing this in the990
future requires the use of local wind and turbulence mea-991
surements.992
The results of the comparison in Section 4 show, in993
general, a clear agreement between the MAW and GW994
source regions. When considering the effect of the valve995
layer, which limits the upward propagation of GWs, the996
good agreement at the majority of MAW hotspots allows997
for the hypothesis that OGWs are included in the pro-998
cess of MAW generation. If not being an indirect link999
which could arise from the topographic and meteoro-1000
logical preconditions, GW breaking at different altitudes1001
could be such a mechanism. Alternatively, the MAW1002
source generation mechanism could be related to the1003
tropospheric occurrence of OGWs, independent of their1004
upward propagation into the middle atmosphere. This1005
also includes propagating OGWs below the tropopause1006
level caused by nonstationary winds.1007
Nonstationary tropospheric winds can comprise of 1008
a wide spectrum of spatial and temporal fluctuations. 1009
This implies that these winds potentially excite different 1010
wave scales, covering both MAW and OGW frequen- 1011
cies. Chunchuzov (1994) stated that breaking station- 1012
ary OGWs can contribute to nonstationary flows due 1013
to turbulence production. Therefore, this theory would 1014
justify a common source of MAWs and (nonstation- 1015
ary) OGWs, but also a direct link between (stationary) 1016
OGWs and the MAW excitation. 1017
In the latter case, it is presumed that OGWs induce 1018
MAWs. The principle behind this theory is that breaking 1019
OGWs decay into higher frequency waves and produce 1020
turbulent flows. Infrasonic waves would either be a di- 1021
rect product of this process chain, which is in line with 1022
the energy cascade, or a secondary product according to 1023
the theory of nonstationary flows. A strong indication 1024
for the direct infrasound production from breaking GWs 1025
has been provided by Lund et al. (2018). They modeled 1026
the GW field above the Andes. As a result of thermody- 1027
namic instabilities in the mesosphere causing the GWs 1028
to break, these produced upstream- and downstream- 1029
propagating acoustic waves. Previously, Thomas et al. 1030
(1974) had rejected the theory of breaking lee waves be- 1031
ing involved in the MAW production, which relied upon 1032
the evaluation of power spectra slopes of selected MAW 1033
events. Following the findings of Lund et al. (2018), the 1034
valve layers over New Zealand or the Tibetan Plateau 1035
could also be altitude layers where MAWs are excited 1036
as a result of breaking stationary OGWs. The correlation 1037
between MAW amplitude and wind speeds is reasonable 1038
in this context. 1039
However, for clarifying the exact source generation 1040
mechanism based on the two theories discussed above, 1041
more detailed analyses of MAW events will be neces- 1042
sary. Instead of analyzing the monthly MAW detections 1043
stacked over 15 years, shorter and subsequent time win- 1044
dows or even an event-based evaluation will allow fur- 1045
ther conclusions on the source generation mechanism. 1046
GW models need to be incorporated in such a study. 1047
Concerning feedback mechanisms within turbulent 1048
flows, the impact of OGWs on the acoustic wave field 1049
is of great interest. Damiens et al. (2018) have ad- 1050
dressed this topic by modeling the effect of tropospheric 1051
winds, OGWs, and low-altitude critical levels on the 1052
sound propagation in mountainous regions. Sabatini 1053
et al. (2019) have recently investigated the infrasound 1054
propagation through turbulent layers caused by break- 1055
ing OGWs. 1056
Our study focused on the determination and char- 1057
acterization of global MAW hotspots compared to GW 1058
hotspots derived from satellite data and showed the po- 1059
tential of the IMS infrasound network for assessing 1060
such a rarely studied type of atmospheric wave. At high 1061
latitudes, however, the station distribution relative to 1062
mountain ranges complicated the robust identification of 1063
MAW source regions using the elaborated cross-bearing 1064
method. A future study could enhance this method in- 1065
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tions. These should reflect station and detection param-1067
eters, such as the number of sensors and family sizes1068
(Landès et al., 2012), respectively. Considering addi-1069
tional infrasound stations in Europe (Pilger et al., 2018)1070
and the USA ( Hedlin, 2015) will allow for better dis-1071
criminating source regions at high latitudes in the North-1072
ern Hemisphere.1073
6 Summary and conclusions1074
In this paper, a rarely investigated infrasound phe-1075
nomenon – the MAW – was studied, and global source1076
regions were identified using infrasound measurements1077
of the IMS network. The dataset that covers more than1078
15 years was processed with the PMCC algorithm, and1079
a cross-bearing method was applied to the monthly-1080
averaged low-frequency detections between 0.02 Hz1081
to 0.05 Hz. A comprehensive analysis of the global1082
hotspots towards both meteorological source and propa-1083
gation conditions was carried out.1084
The newly identified hotspot in central Asia appears1085
to be the strongest one worldwide. In addition, the south-1086
ern Andes and the Southern Alps of New Zealand are1087
noticeable source regions of MAW since these are also1088
OGW hotspots in the Southern Hemisphere. At high lat-1089
itudes, the station distribution is relatively coarse, com-1090
pared to lower latitudes. This has limited the results1091
of the elaborated cross-bearing method in these lati-1092
tudes. However, with IS03, an additional station recently1093
started its operation in Antarctica, and yet another sta-1094
tion is planned on the Antarctic Peninsula (IS54). These1095
may further improve the results of the cross-bearing.1096
Detections originating from MAWs were generally1097
observed all year round. The ground-to-stratosphere1098
waveguide enables larger amplitudes to be detected at1099
the receivers than the ground-to-thermosphere wave-1100
guide. However, in contrast to phenomena of higher1101
frequencies than MAWs, the ground-to-thermosphere1102
waveguide proved to be essential to explain occasions of1103
MAW detections at even long distances of several thou-1104
sand kilometers. The weak absorption at these low fre-1105
quencies still favors small-amplitude detections at such1106
distances.1107
The event-based wind analysis revealed a positive1108
correlation between the MAW amplitude and the cross-1109
mountain wind speed over the southern Andes and New1110
Zealand. Conclusively, a MAW hotspot where the cross-1111
mountain wind speed varies with the season will exhibit1112
an annual variation in recorded MAW amplitudes. In the1113
Southern Hemisphere source regions analyzed here, the1114
wind conditions are consistent throughout a year. The1115
seasonal variation in MAW amplitudes was therefore1116
primarily associated with the present waveguides. Con-1117
cerning the seasonal variation in the number of detec-1118
tions, however, an additional physical process was re-1119
quired in the source generation mechanism to explain1120
the peak in winter. Static stability was discussed in this1121
context, but it affects the stations’ detection capability1122
rather than the excitation of MAWs, to first order.1123
A comparison with GW parameters from strato- 1124
spheric satellite data showed that the dominant MAW 1125
hotspots convincingly matched those of well-accepted 1126
source regions of OGWs. The characteristic valve layer 1127
in the lower stratosphere can explain exceptions found 1128
in the comparison. Breaking GWs at different altitudes 1129
are a possible source of infrasound waves originating 1130
from mountainous regions. This link with GWs recalls 1131
the static stability to be indirectly involved since stable 1132
stratification is a precondition for OGWs. Since further 1133
theories, such as the vortex shedding of turbulent flows 1134
at mountains, cannot be excluded in general, the exact 1135
excitation mechanism should be further addressed in a 1136
future study. This should incorporate GW models and 1137
analyze MAWs within smaller time windows for elab- 1138
orating if breaking OGWs directly excite MAWs or if 1139
nonstationary winds even simultaneously release acous- 1140
tic and GWs at mountains. If it turns out that OGWs 1141
induce the MAWs, the IMS infrasound network will be 1142
a unique ground-based system able to monitor the OGW 1143
activity continuously and globally. 1144
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